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CAF has concluded an agreement to extend the maintenance contract that the Company has been
performing on the Class 3000 diesel train fleet for Northern Ireland’s public rail operator, Translink, for the
past few years. This new contract came into effect this April, amounting to over €60 million.

CAF Rail UK, a subsidiary of the CAF Group which began operations in 2004, will continue rendering this
service for a term of 15 years. Maintenance work will be performed on these units in the workshops in
Belfast City, more specifically, in the workshops at York Road and Adelaide, which are owned by the Irish
operator.

The units to be maintained under this contract consist of the entire Northern Ireland rail network, with the
main lines being those that connect Belfast to other cities such as Derry/Londonderry, Portadown and
Bangor, amongst others.

These trains are fitted with the Continuous Automatic Warning System (CAWS) which is used in the
Republic of Ireland. Using this system means that the trains can be used for special cross-border support
routes.
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The number of Irish operator’s passengers has been steadily growing 10% per year on average since the
Class 3000 was commissioned in 2004. It now stands at 16,000,000 passengers per year, which represents
an increase of almost 115% over 15 years.

It should be pointed out that CAF’s first project for Translink started in 2002 with the supply of 69 Class
3000 diesel cars which were commissioned for revenue service in 2004 with CAF performing their
maintenance from the onset. Later, CAF concluded a new contract in 2009 comprising the manufacture of
a further 60 Class 4000 cars, and their maintenance for 15 years.

CAF is currently in the course of manufacturing an additional 56 intermediate cars. This option was
provided for in the above mentioned contract dated 2009 and was enforced by Translink one year and a
half ago. Consequently, this new agreement further confirms and extends the close relationship between
both organisations in recent years.

The CAF Group remains fully committed to expanding its train maintenance business. It should also be
noted that this department is currently managing over 100 maintenance contracts in 16 countries,
providing maintenance for 7,500 railway vehicles, all realised by a workforce of over 4,000.
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